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ABSTRACT— 
 The world is moving from simple to advanced and marketing is no special case. As innovation 
advancement is increasing, the utilization of computerized promoting, social media marketing, web 
search tool showcasing is likewise expanding. Internet users are expanding quickly and advanced 
advertising has profited the most in light of the fact that it predominantly relies upon the internet. 
Consumer’s purchasing conduct is changing and they are more inclined towards computerized 
showcasing instead of traditional marketing. The motivation behind this survey paper is to contemplate 
the impact of advanced promoting and how significant it is for both consumers and advertisers. This 
paper starts with an introduction of computerized showcasing and afterward it features the mediums of 
advanced advertising, the distinction between traditional and computerized promoting, and the masters, 
cons, and importance of advanced promoting in the present period. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Showcasing alludes to the means that the organization takes to promote the purchasing of any 
items or administrations. The company looks for clients or buyers for their items or services through the 
assistance of showcasing. Computerized Marketing refers to the advertising of any item or 
administration in advanced form. For model, showcasing utilizing cell phones, computers, laptops, 
tablets, or some other computerized gadgets. Digital marketing is a type of direct promoting that joins 
consumers with merchants electronically utilizing intuitive innovations like emails, sites, online 
discussions and newsgroups, interactive television, versatile interchanges etcetera  
 'Advanced showcasing' term was first instituted in the 1990s. Digital promoting is otherwise 
called 'online marketing’, ‘internet advertising', or 'web showcasing'. It is known as 'internet showcasing' 
in light of the fact that with the ascent of the web there is likewise high development of computerized 
advertising. The major advantage of computerized promoting is that advertisers can sell their products 
or administrations 24 hours and 365 days, lower cost, efficiency acquire, to propel the client for more 
purchase and further develop client administrations. It helps many-to-many communications due to its 
inordinate degree of connectivity and is by and large finished to sell administrations or products in an 
ideal, important, non-public, and cost-powerful manner. 
 In 2005, there were around 1.1 billion web users which comprise of 16.6 percent of the 
populace at that time. Furthermore, there is an immediate association between digital advertising and 
the web. Nations like India and China have the most elevated number of web clients so they have a 
extraordinary freedom  
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The principle targets of this survey paper are the following  
 Comprehend the different channels of digital marketing 
 Comparison of customary promoting and digital marketing 
 Importance of advanced marketing 
 Advantages and weaknesses of digital marketing 
 Challenges computerized advertiser face 
 
Different CHANNELS OF DIGITAL MARKETING 
 Digital advertising comprises of different channels which are medium utilized by the advertiser 
to advance their items or services. As a publicist one, the primary point is to choose the channel which is 
best for correspondence and give maximum profit from venture (ROI). The rundown of important 
computerized promoting channels are given beneath 
 
A. Social Media 
 In the current time, web-based media promoting is one of the most significant media in 
advanced showcasing. It is the quickest developing advanced channel. Web-based media promoting is 
the process of acquiring traffic or destinations through online media sites. According to Neil Patel, 
"Web-based media advertising is the process of making content that you have custom-made to the 
context of every web-based media stage to drive user engagement and sharing". The quantity of web 
users by populace has expanded from 16.6 to 62 percent in 15years and online media showcasing has 
profited the most in that. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of various social media platform  

 
Fig. 1 presentations more than 200 online media stages. Below is the rundown of significant web-based 
media platforms. 
1) Facebook: It is the main social media platform. An organization can advance their item and service 
son Facebook 
2) LinkedIn: Professional compose their profiles on LinkedIn and can impart to other people. The 
organization additionally build their profile and LinkedIn interface these two dabs companies and 
professionals. 
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3) Google+: It is Google's informal community, client can easily associate dependent on their normal 
premium and friendship. 
4) Twitter: Its procedure is to expand brand awareness and deals, draw in new supporters, and lead and 
boost conversions.  
5) Pinterest: It is an online media stage in which visual content is accessible and the client can share or 
store with others. 
 
B. Email Marketing 
 When a message is sent through email about any product or administration to any potential 
client it is known as email marketing. It is a straightforward computerized promoting channel to 
understand. Email showcasing is utilized to sell an item using discounts and occasion promotions, 
increment brand mindfulness, and direct individuals to their business sites. In an email marketing effort, 
the kinds of email can be sent are blog subscription pamphlet, the welcome email series, the seasonal 
crusade, the post-buy dribble, the truck abandon campaign, follow up email when site guest download 
something, occasion special to steadfast individuals, the re-commitment crusade, and so on. The 
greatest benefit of email promoting is that it is extremely modest contrast with other marketing 
mediums. It is by and large used to fabricate loyalty among existing clients instead of acquiring new 
customers. The organization can stand out enough to be noticed by creating realistic and visual 
advertisements, interface item pictures to the website. 
  
C. Member Marketing 
 In subsidiary showcasing, the organization rewards auxiliaries for each client or guest they bring 
to the organization's site by their promoting endeavors or procedure for the organization. As per Pat 
Flynn's Smart Passive Income, "Offshoot advertising is the way toward procuring a commission by 
advancing others' (or alternately organization's) items. You discover an item you like, elevate it to other 
people, and procure a piece of the benefit for every deal that you make". There are 4 distinct gatherings 
associated with partner advertising: 
 
1) The Merchant: Sometimes it tends to be the vender, the brand, or retailer. This gathering delivered 
an item to sell. It can be an individual or startup or enormous fortune organization. 
2) The Affiliate: This gathering is otherwise called publisher. . It likewise can be an individual or startup 
or big fortune organization. They take a commission from the merchant for each assistance or item they 
sell. The affiliate brings clients to the merchant. 
3) The Customer: The client or shopper is an important part of the entire framework. They go to 
offshoots and affiliate divert them to traders by taking his commission. Without a client, the offshoot 
can't acquire a commission. 
4) The Network: Network functions as an intermediate between member and trader. Offshoots require 
a network to advance items or administrations.  
 
D. Search Engine Marketing 
 A web index is an electronic device that helps the client to find the data they are searching for. 
Instances of a search motor are Google, Yahoo, Bing, Baidu, and so on Search engine showcasing alludes 
to any movement that expands a user's websites rank in any internet searcher. There is two sorts of 
Search motor promoting website improvement (SEO)and paid search. According to Neil Patel, Search 
motor streamlining is the specialty of positioning high on a web index in the unpaid section. It is 
otherwise called natural showcasing or organic listing. By and large, the higher the position of the site 
page in the search motor more guests will visit that page. When itcomes to SEO it comprises of a web 
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search tool and searcher. And 67% of all ventures occur on Google. So Google is the main internet 
searcher on the planet.  
 In paid pursuit one need to pay to get a higher position in search motor. In paid inquiry, one will 
have a similar kind of key words as on their natural promotion crusade. Most of a paid web index is run 
on a business search engine such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, and so on . Paid hunt work on the pay-per-click 
model, in which advertisers will just pay when somebody taps on their promotion. The pursuit engine 
algorithm will decide the position of the publicist's abased on their offered and quality score. Numerous 
advertisers prefer paid pursuit instead of SEO in present moment because of it sability to give a quicker 
outcome. 
 
E. Online Display Advertising 
 In conventional showcasing, there is a banner or board of any organization on the two roadsides 
or an advertisement in a magazine/paper to advance their item or service. Online show publicizing is a 
computerized adaptation of that. Today, a advertiser can utilize online presentation publicizing to 
accomplish the same thing. There are various kinds of show advertising such as video promotions, 
pennant advertisements, intelligent promotions, and rich media, and so forth. Show promoting is 
extraordinary for getting the eye because of realistic advertisements  An online presentation promoting 
advertiser can target an audience dependent on site content, topography, sexual orientation, age, 
device type, and so on So the advertiser can show an appropriate promotion to the applicable client 
which helps in diminishing the budget and expanding deals.  
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL 
MARKETING 
 
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND DIGITALMARKETING 
 Conventional advertising is the most conspicuous structure of marketing. The vast majority are 
utilized to customary advertising due to its life span. A few instances of customary marketing include 
unmistakable things like promotions in a paper or magazine. It also incorporates a bulletin, leaflet, 
business on TV or radio, banner, and so forth It is a non-advanced method of marketing. Whereas 
computerized advertising utilizes different advanced channels to reach clients. A few correlations are 
given underneath. 
 

TABLE I.  TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL MARKETING COMPARISON 
Traditional Marketing Digital Marketing 
Example of traditional marketing includes a 
poster, brochure, magazine, newspaper, 
broadcast, telephone 

Example of digital marketing includes a website, 
social media platforms, affiliate marketing, email 
marketing, search engine optimization 

With a traditional marketing approach, only 
limited or local customer can be targeted [10] 

With a digital marketing approach customer around 
the world can be targeted [10] 

Advertising campaign takes a long period to plan Advertising campaign take a short period to plan 
It is costly and time-consuming Relatively cheap and faster 
A physical relationship is shaped while conveying 
merchandise [1] 

No physical relationship is formed due to the digital 
nature of digital marketing [1] 

One campaign stays for a long time and change is 
expensive 

A campaign can be changed very easily 

For the promotion of product poster, paper, 
billboard many various types of material is used 

No physical stuff is required because digital 
marketing is done on website, social media 
platforms, or through online videos 
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Due to the physical nature of traditional 
marketing, its cost is high 

Digital marketing is cheaper compare to traditional 
marketing because it is done on websites and social 
media 

For market analysis traditional marketing 
depends on surveys or experimentation, it is 
complex to analyze the result and does not 
provide accurate data [1] 

Facts and data available on various analytic tools 
make it very convenient to analyze the data and to 
interpret it [1] 

24/7 marketing is not possible 24/7 marketing all around the globe is possible 
Only one-way communication can happen [10] Two-way communication can happen [10] 
No capacity to go viral CAPACITY TO GO VIRAL 
Customer can feedback only during the working 
time[11] 

Customer can give feedback any time [11] 

 
IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL MARKETING  

In light of the above conversation rundown of the significance of advanced promoting that each 
advertiser ought to follow is composed beneath:  
• Internet advertising is interminably more moderate than any disconnected promoting methods. It 

can contact a more extensive crowd effectively .  
• In advanced showcasing results can be followed and observed effectively with the assistance of 

different following software. Rather than driving expensive customer research, associations can 
quickly see customer response rates and measure the accomplishment of their advancing exertion 
constantly, engaging them to plan even more enough for the accompanying one .  

• Collecting input from clients is not difficult to contrast with conventional promoting mediums like 
TV, radio, or bulletin. They can undoubtedly give input on any item utilizing a site in internet 
promoting which assists a financial specialist with updating themselves in their particular area.  

• It helps in propelling a business through the online medium like web or convenient in this manner 
showing up at an enormous number of customers in a second. Various little and tremendous 
associations are following the strategies of electronic displaying to guarantee themselves 
internationally .  

• Digit publicists screen things like what is being seen, how as often as possible and for how long, 
what substance works and doesn't work, etc. While the web is possibly, the channel most solidly 
associated with computerized showcasing, others consolidate distant substance advising, 
convenient applications, progressed TV, and radio channels.  

• Digital promoting is moderate, targetable, and quantifiable and along these lines associations do it 
and sponsors love it. 
 

ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL MARKETING 
 Innovation is changing quickly and it additionally has influenced customer's purchasing conduct. 
The following is given a few benefits computerized advertising brings to the buyer:  
• Due to the web customer can do different exercises like going to the organization's site, perusing 

the data, purchasing items, and so forth This has expanded buyer's commitment and worked on 
their experience.  

• In customary promoting, there is a little possibility that shoppers can be misled by salesmen, yet in 
computerized showcasing, buyers get clear and exact data about any item or administration. 
Furthermore, the web gives comprehensive thing information that customers can rely upon and 
make a purchase decision.  
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• Many various organizations advance their item through computerized advertising, so it becomes 
helpful to analyze results of the various organizations for the shopper. They don't have to visit 
different retail locations to look at items.  

• Internet is accessible the entire day so there is no limitation on schedule and clients can purchase 
the item any time.  

• Due to the computerized medium watcher can share data and qualities about items or 
administrations with others.  

• The association shows the expenses of things through computerized channels and this makes costs 
amazingly comprehended and direct for the buyer. The organization likewise changes its costs on 
any occasion or celebration to give a rebate and is extremely straightforward to the shopper.  

• In conventional showcasing first customers watch commercials through banners, TV, or any 
customary way and visit a retail location to get them. In any case, in advanced promoting when 
shoppers see ads they can purchase the item immediately through computerized media . 

 
DISADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL MARKETING 

In the present period advanced promoting enjoys numerous benefits however it has a couple 
of weaknesses that are examined beneath:  
• A contender can undoubtedly duplicate the computerized advertising effort of others. Brand names 

or logos can be used to cheat clients.  
• If the web association is moderate or there is some issue with sites, then, at that point sites may 

require some investment to open and the client won't stand by a lot and leave.  
• In customary showcasing, clients can genuinely contact the items to check however it is 

unimaginable in web based business.  
• Though India is digitalizing, numerous clients actually don't confide in the online installment 

framework or don't know.  
• The nonattendance of trust of the customers because of the tremendous number of fakes 

concerning virtual headways. Reasonable associations may be impacted since their image and the 
reputation of significant worth can suffer hurt.  

• There are numerous situations when clients requested items through pay on conveyance strategy 
with no expectation of purchasing utilizing a phony id. This shows a proviso of pay on the 
conveyance strategy.  

• Digital advertising is significantly dependent on the web/innovation which can be slanted to botches 
• Digital promoting isn't yet gotten a handle on by all people: a few clients, particularly more settled 

ones don't have confidence in a modernized environment, needing to use the customary 
procedures. 

 
CHALLENGES FACING DIGITAL MARKETERS 

There are various benefits of utilizing advanced advertising for advancing items and 
administrations yet a computerized advertiser needs to confront a few difficulties. The challenges are 
according to the accompanying:  
• Consumers utilize diverse advanced gadgets and different computerized channels and those gadgets 

have different advanced channels that lead to the multiplication of computerized channels. 
Furthermore, Marketers face trouble in picking medium and crowd.  

• Digital advertising is very modest contrast with conventional promoting and it covers each 
independent company which prompts serious rivalry.  
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• Consumers leave behind a monstrous measure of information in computerized channels each time 
they visit the channel. It's incredibly difficult to see such information, similarly as find the right 
information inside exploding data volumes that can help you to settle on the right decisions. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 It can't be dismissed that the world is rapidly moving from easy to the advanced world. People 
are putting more in online substance and organizations that think that its difficult to process this reality 
in their promoting procedure need to change rapidly. The additional time people spend on the web each 
year, the more advanced stage they use play a steadily creating capacity in their lives. The primary point 
of computerized India is to advance computerized medium. Since individuals can utilize computerized 
stage any time anyplace from the world organizations needs to change their showcasing methodology 
from conventional to advanced. If the organizations don't use the advanced stage to publicize their item 
and administrations then they can't rival rivalries and will ultimately close down.  
 At the point when clients need to purchase any item on the web, they can undoubtedly get item 
data and can contrast and different items without visiting any retail location or shopping center. It 
shows that customers are more disposed towards web based purchasing as opposed to visiting a retail 
location. As shopper's purchasing conduct is changing organizations likewise need to change their 
promoting technique and embrace computerized stages for advertising. 
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